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INTRODUCTION

SETTING and SAMPLE

RESULTS

• This is an initial prototype using the ARIS Games App.
• A University tour redesigned as a learning expedition in the
digital age (Jahnke & Norberg, 2013) toward crossactionspaces
(Jahnke, 2016).
• Combining elements of both a ‘in person tour’ (location-based)
and a digital tour using the principles of Augmented Reality
Gaming.
• The project goal: creating a meaningful game experience to
students in terms of understanding and sharing university
community values.

a) May-July 2016 – Three users tested LeX

System Usability Score SUS = 68

b) 18th of July 2017 – A big event on Mizzou Campus:
• A total of 130 students in grades 9-12, mostly from Brazil and
USA, explored seven campus locations in groups of 8 to 9
students.
• Each group shared 2 Wi-Fi enabled iPad2 tablets with the preloaded ARIS learning expedition. Groups completed the
expedition in two to three hours.

The score is average; it means the app is
decent but can be improved.

• Game Setting: Collect 7 Tiger Truman Tokens to find the finish
line (and Lunch Party). In order to collect a Truman Token, each
location had quizzes which needed to be solved.

• Mean 3.8 for lowIPad use (n=84) – Range: 3.5-4.1
• Mean 4.0 for high IPad use (n=12) – Range: 3.7-4.2

Data sources: Researchers followed three groups, took notes and
photos. Additionally, a total of 96 students filled out a
standardized questionnaire of ‘sense of a community’, and
qualitative wrap up protocol.

Students quotes
+ ”Great concept”,
+ “Keep up the great work. Well done!”
- “Not enough (iPads) for each person”
- “No WiFi, it did not mark our locations”

We call it an Augmented Learning Expedition at Mizzou =
LeXMizzou.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. How do students respond to the design (and functionality) of
LeXMizzou?
2. Does the ‘game for learning’ lead to a sense of the university
community for the students?

Sense of Community, Scale with 16 Items

“I feel like a member of the university”

Download ARISGames App from iTunes Store on iPhone/iPad,
open LeXMizzouVersion1.5, and play it
CONCLUSIONS
• Usability results: less text, shorter videos
• Participants new to Mizzou Campus responded the tour
made them feel “like a member of the university”.
• Navigating campus locations could be improved by using
cellular enabled tablets or smartphones that stay
connected at all times.
• More interactivity and more collaboration needed

OUTLOOK and VISION
LeXMizzou provides a platform for diverse location-based
learning expeditions:
• Combining classroom topics with the (socio-)material
world where the students live. Our slogan: ‘Discover the
Hidden World Around You’.
• Not teachers create learning expeditions but also
students as game designers for learning.

Figure 1: The five characteristics of Meaningful Learning with Technology (Howland et al., 2012).

Figure 2: A group uses the LeXMizzou ARIS app to navigate
to the next game location.

ITERATIVE DESIGN METHOD
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Step 3 – Workshop to learn ARIS Editor and turn the paper
prototypes into scenes in the ARIS App
Step 4 – Usability and user experience studies
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Step 5 – Improving the game based learning expedition
Figure 3: Screenshot of the game
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